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1.) Take a look at the three examples of writing in front of you and 

generalize the intended audience 

a. 

b. 

c. 

 

2.) Characterize the way you are writing to these audiences 

a. 

 

 

 

 

b. 

 

 

 

 

 

c. 

 

 

 

If you see no difference in your written voice between these three 

examples, consider the static nature of your written voice and 

determine how this might and will affect you positively and negatively 

when you are writing a formal essay for class. If you see a difference 

in your written voice as you look as these three different examples, 

consider the transitional nature of your written voice and determine 

how you might be able to use this to benefit you in a formal essay, 

but also, how this might possibly hurt you in a formal essay. 
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3.) Find someone in class you don’t know. Give them your text message 

conversation. Ask them to read it and evaluate your clarity…do you 

make sense. Please do not look at their evaluation of your writing and 

explain to them what is going on in the text message conversation.  

 

a. Your evaluator’s initial comments about your text messages.  

 

 

 

 

 

b. How do you characterize your written text message voice to this 

generalized audience? 

 

 

 

c. How does your evaluator characterize your written text message 

voice after hearing your explanation?  

 

 

 

4.) Hearing your evaluator’s comments, reading your own comments, 

and judging from the response of your audience to the text messages, 

do you think you are effectively communicating? If not, why not? If so, 

how so? How might you transition these skills into useful tools for 

writing an essay? What specifically do you need to transition or 

manipulate about your effective or ineffective communication to make 

it work for you in an explanatory or argumentative formal written 

essay? 
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5.) What do you want your formal writing to say about you as a 

student…as a person? What do you need to do to ensure that your 

writing is properly representing you?  
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6.) If you don’t like writing, how might you make essays less of a task for 

yourself? If you do like writing, how might you keep the writing process 

interesting?  

 

 

 

7.) Use three words that characterize your written voice.  

a. 

b. 

c. 

 

8.) Use three words that don’t characterize your written voice.  

a. 

b. 

c. 
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11.) Please copy and paste your paragraph addressed to a professor 

(last night’s homework assignment).  

 

Evaluator’s comments:  

1.) How clear did you feel this paragraph was? Were there any places 

in particular that you felt could be clearer? Were there any places in 

particular that you felt were awkwardly worded?  

 

 

 

2.) How well do you think the writer addressed his or her audience? 

Was the language appropriate? Was the paragraph the type of work 

that you would feel comfortable handing to a professor?  

 

 

 

3.) Please give the writer some suggestions about writing good 

paragraphs for his or her future writing.  

 

 

 

 

Writer’s comments: 

1.) Please select one sentence from your paragraph (not your topic 

sentence) and copy and paste it below. After you have copied and 

pasted the sentence, revise the sentence. 
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2.) Please copy and paste your topic sentence below. Work with it to 

revise it to better fit your paragraph.  

 

 

12.) Please copy and paste your paragraph addressed to a someone 

reasonably older than yourself. 

 

Writer’s comments:  

1.) What is the main difference between the tone in this paragraph and 

the tone of the paragraph addressed to the professor?  

 

 

 

 

2.) Keep in mind that you should be using an academic tone to a 

professor, more formal, etc. Do you feel, after looking at your second 

paragraph, that you used a formal tone in your first paragraph (with the 

audience of college professors)? How might you improve your formal 

tone?  

 

 

13.) Copy and paste the paragraph that was addressed to the audience 

of college professors. Using your new topic sentence to begin your 

revisions, revise the paragraph. You should be working to develop ideas 

expressed in the paragraph, a formal tone, a pattern of logical 

organization, and a concluding sentence. Keep in mind that your topic 

sentence is what drives the paragraph…make sure your topic sentence is 

a good representation of the paragraph as a whole and vice versa.  

 

 

 

 

1.) Take a look at your first informal writing assignment about the use or misuse of appeals in argumentation on reality 
television and decide what your main argument is. If you cannot locate an argument, decide what the controlling idea of this 
writing assignment was and turn it into an argument…and start writing everything and anything you want on this topic. Free 
writing is writing to generate ideas, to get ideas out of your head and on paper, to explore your knowledge of a subject, to 
explore your point of view regarding a subject, etc. Please spend a full 50 minutes writing. Keep in mind that free writing can 
be done by hand or typed on a computer; it is up to you to choose how you want to do it. If you are confused about what 
exactly free writing is, that is because there is no formal definition, but you can consult your book, The Well Crafted 
Argument, if you are having trouble understanding the assignment (pages 11-12).  

 

Homework for Monday 

                                                                                Formal Essay 

- Using your free writing, construct a formal essay, about two pages typed and double-spaced.  
 

- Your essay needs to make an argument. 
 

- Please make sure that your essay is numbered by page, has a header, and also has a heading and a title.  
 

- Make sure that you have an introduction, body paragraphs, and a conclusion. 
 

- I will be looking for an introduction with appropriate background information, a thesis statement that makes one focused 
argument, topic sentences, development of paragraphs, a well-thought-out conclusion, and proper grammar and 
mechanics, as well as overall logical organization. 

 

- You will not need to use any citations for this essay unless you use sources outside of the reality television show that you 
reflected on for the original writing assignment.  

 

- However, if you are using direct quotes, you will want to indicate this by using quotations marks. Also, be sure you have 
made it clear who is speaking.  

 

- Come to class on Monday with the essay typed and printed and the free writing attached.  
 

 


